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SAFETY
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WIRING DIAGRAM
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ELECTRICAL DATA
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APPLICATIONS
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Troubleshooting
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Troubleshooting 

Error Code Table 

NO Error Code Status description

1 E4 T4 outdoor ambient temperature sensor fault

2 E5 T5 Discharge temperature sensor fault

3 E6 T3 Outdoor heat exchanger temperature sensor fault

4 E9 AC voltage overvoltage / undervoltage protection

5 E10 EEPROM fault

6 H0 Communication fault of master board and driver chip

7 H1 Abnormal shutdown without restart due to high temp. of T3 (Cooling mode)

8 H4 IPM Module high temperature abnormal protection

9 H5 Refrigerant low-pressure abnormal protection

10 H6 Exhaust high temperature abnormal protection

NO Error Code Status description

11 P1 High pressure protection

12 P2 Low pressure protection

13 P3 Inverter overcurrent protection

14 P4 Exhaust overheating protection

15 P5 T3 or T3B condenser pipe overheating protection

16 P6 IPM module protection

17 P9 DC fan motor fault

18 P10 Anti-typhoon protection (Reserved)

19 P11 T2 high temperature protection (Heating mode)

20 P13 Current detection error protection (Reserved)
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Troubleshooting 

Failure Green light Red light

DC bus voltage over/low protection (MCE failure) ON ON

Normal standby ON OFF

EEPROM fault ON FLASH

Normal operation OFF ON

Compressor stall protection OFF FLASH

Phase protection, zero speed protection, synchronous fault FLASH ON

IGBT overcurrent or module protection FLASH OFF

Communication failure (host data can not be received for 1min FLASH FLASH

The compressor driver chip controls two LED lights, namely red light and green light, the display code is as 
follows

* The flashing frequency is 2.5Hz,  and the display of fault code is based on the actual protection time

Cooling mode (Dehumidification or air supply mode)  

Sensor Operation mode in case of failure

T3 The maximum operating temperature shall not exceed 140℉

T4 Operate at T4 = 50 ° C

TP Operate at T4 = 50 ° C for T4 temperature frequency limiting and current frequency limiting

* If the above single sensor failure occurs, it will operate according to the corresponding 
mode.
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Troubleshooting of sensor 

Heating mode:

Sensor Operation mode in case of failure

T3

T4 <7° C: After 40 minutes of continuous operation, the compressor is forced to defrost once, 
and the defrosting time is 3 minutes.

T4 >=7° C: After 90 minutes of continuous operation, the compressor is forced to defrost once, 
and the defrosting time is 2 minutes.

T4 Operate at T4 = 15 ° C

TP
Operate at T4 = 15 ° C for T4 temperature frequency limiting and current frequency limiting

Expansion valve operates at Tp = 130 ° C 

* If the above single sensor failure occurs, it will operate according to the corresponding 
mode.

Error code: E4: T4 outdoor ambient temperature sensor 
fault
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Troubleshooting 

Error code: E5：T5 Discharge temperature sensor fault

Error code: E6: T3 Condenser pipe temperature sensor fault (Outlet)
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Troubleshooting 

Error code: E9: AC voltage overvoltage / undervoltage protection

Error code: E10: EEPROM error
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Troubleshooting 

Error code: H0: Communication fault of master board and drive board

Error code: H4: Display P6 for 3 times within 30 mins (IPM module protection)
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Troubleshooting 

Error code: H4: Display P6 for 3 times within 30 mins (IPM module protection)

Error code: H5: Display P2 protection for 3 times within 30 mins (Low pressure of system)
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Troubleshooting 

Error code: H6：Display P4 protection for 3 times within 100 minutes (T5 Temp. is too high)

Error code: P1: High pressure 
protection
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Troubleshooting 

Error code: P2: Low pressure protection

Error code: P3: Inverter overcurrent 
protection
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Troubleshooting 

Error code: P4: Exhaust overheating protection

Error code: P5: T3 or T3B condenser pipe overheating protection
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Troubleshooting 

Error code: P6: IPM module protection

Error code: P9: DC fan motor fault
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Troubleshooting 

Error code: P10: Anti-typhoon protection 
(Reserved)

(1) Enter this condition:
a) The fan has stopped output for several minutes.
b) The current speed detected by the fan is >=400rpm.

(2) Exit this condition: a) After several minutes of anti-typhoon protection.
b) The fan detects the current speed <400rpm.

In order to prevent the software from controlling the fan to stop, the fan continues to
rotate due to external force or electronic control internal signal interference. At this time,
if the outdoor unit has no external force to rotate, it can be determined that it is an
outdoor main PCB problem.

Error code: P11: T2 high temperature protection (Heating mode)

(1) Works: a)When T2 averages >63°C for a period of time, stop the compressor and display 
error code P11 for at least 30s;

b)When T2 <50°C, the protection is released. The compressor's three-minute delay 
protection is effective.

(2) Effect: Prevent the four-way valve from being powered down and not recovering, jamming, or
inserting the wrong end of the four-way valve.

(3) Solution: When checking the cooling, the four-way valve coil is still energized. If yes, please check if
there is any problem with the coil wiring. If not, proceed to the next step.Check if the four-way valve is
normal or not, and if the valve body is stuck.
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Troubleshooting 

Error code: P13: Current detection error protection (Reserved)

Primary side current detection abnormal protection: 
After the compressor starts for 3-5 mins, if the primary side current <1.5A, the current 
transformer fault (P13) is displayed, the compressor stops automatically for a period of time, 
and it appears three times in 30 minutes. 
If the electricity is not recoverable and the H11 is displayed.
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